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And no dry leaves…

(Romantic morning, like foamy noise,
spills in colorless neighborhood streets
where sometimes they hand out programs,
and a well-loved girl’s sickly paleness
is a clear music heard with eyes.

While a poet,
hung in the window,
dies gargling 
electrified
silver,

climbs the steps of a chromatic scale,
varnishes ailments in blue words
and, anchored in lethargy of scenic things,
his life evaporates like perfume.)

—My sadness today is the same as yesterday.
—You’re always carrying on.

    —Oh poet, excuse me!

(In purple garden
fragrant flower balance breaks.)

—Sun, whiteness, etc., and no dry leaves.
—Life’s just a scream that hangs from my neck
like a goodbye.
    —Let’s talk about something else,
I beg you.
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    (Her voice
has romantic folds like plush
stored in mothballs a long time,
and elegance of all these yellow things
sleeps in her sick woman’s weightless exhaustion.

And while the morning, amazed by mirrors,
crashes into the window sill at the usual hour,
pain spills, like an inkwell,
over the music to her melodious soul.)
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V

The savage hordes of night
poured over the frightened city.

The bay,
blooming
with masts and moons,
pours
over her hands’ 
naïve orchestral score,
and the distant shout
of a steamship
headed for Nordic seas:

Goodbye
shipwrecked continent.

Bird feathers hang
in the wires of her name.

Poor Celia María Dolores;
the scene is inside us.
Iron architectures fall
under the axeblows of silence.

Waves of blood, storm clouds of hate.

Desolation.

Pothead speeches
by politicians
splatter her memory with shit,
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but
her tenderness has tripped over
my beloved masses
and fallen over a cliff.

Ocotlán
there in the distance.

Voices.

Impacts pick over
the trenches.

Lust threw stones all night
at the dark balconies of virginity.

Shrapnel
blows silence to pieces.

Noisy, deserted
streets
are shadow rivers
running to the sea,
and the unraveled sky
is the new flag
that flies
over the city.
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Revolution

Wind, apostle of this prohibited hour.
Oh withered epochs,
shaken by final autumns!
Memory predicts the next 
bird-evicted horizons,
and flowers pluck keyboard petals.

Absolute wind blows against cosmic
matter; music,
propaganda that floats on balconies,
and the landscape
abounds in weather vanes.

Wind, dictatorship
of iron,
shakes confederations!
Oh loud
blue
crowds that lift
our hearts!

Evening a bloody mutiny
in suburbs;
ragged trees
beg alms in windows;
factories burn
in fire of twilight,
and airplanes
execute dusk maneuvers
in bright sky.
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Resounding flags
will echo the proletarian harangue
outside cities.

At the party’s romantic rally,
where we all weep,
I harvest hope of seeing her;
the station
falls to pieces in her hands,
her fainting is 
farewell’s high point.
I kiss her memory’s photograph
and the terrified train moves away through shadow,
while I pluck petals from new paths.

Soon we’ll come to the mountains.
Oh tender geography
of our Mexico,
its airplane landscapes,
ineffable heights of political
economy; factory smoke
lost in mists
of time,
and electric rumors
of uprisings.
Dark within,
soldiers
tore
peoples’ anthems
from their breasts.

The enemy
artillery eyes us
on Nature’s margins;
subterranean noises
populate our fear
and the scene collapses.
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Military trains
head for four cardinal points,

to baptism in blood
where all is confusion,
and drunk men
play at cards
and human sacrifice,
loud martial trains
where, singing, we make Revolution.

I’ve never felt so close to death as now.
We pass the night beside memory’s intact fire
but others come unexpectedly
snuff out concepts of things,
tender images on horoscope’s edge.

Out there,
pregnant women
go on praying
to stone Christs
for us.

After the slaughter
wind again
frightens away
fallen dream leaves.

I shake dawn from my verses
over enemy hearts,
the frozen touch of centuries
strokes my forehead,
while anguish of silence
runs through guts beloved of name. 
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Saudade

Alone in the last land of absence,
and pain makes a horizon in my dementia.

Out there,
the damned landscape.

I left the sonorous Confederation of flesh!

Above all her voice,
worn out 
through tubes
of music!

In forbidden garden
  —unanimous alarm—
frozen audience of the moon.

Her memory is but an echo
through architecture of insomnia.

My God,
the blood on my hands!

And airplanes,
birds of aesthetic climate,
will not write her name
in water of sky.






